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Abstract

This study has been performed within the framwork of the EC Task SEA 3
and its objective is to provide necessary data in supporting the design solu-
tion of the ITER secondary confinement around the primary heat transfer
system equipment These data relate to the required dimensions for the
blow-out panels, the vent lines and the suppression tank following a LOCA
in one of the HTS vault, namely the first wall/shielding blanket (FW/SB)
vault, divertor vault and vacuum vessel (VV) vault

In this report, we present the design and operational input and describe the
identified accident sequences. The input data are in correspondance with
ITER design data of November 1994. The computer codes used are
RELAP5 (LOCA flows) and CONTAIN (secondary confinement thermal-
hydraulics) and models of calculations are given. The results, in the forms
of diagrams demonstrating transients of various variables after a LOCA, are
presented. After some discussions of the results, we indicate some topics
for the continuing study with the emphasis on optimisation of the
containment systems.

This work has been performed as a non-ITER credit work financed by the
EC.
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1 Introduction

Along with the settle-down of the design solution for the secondary con-
finemnt around the ITER primary heat transfer system (HTS) equipment,
questions arose which are related to the dimensions that would be required
for the blow-out panels, the vent lines and the suppression tank [1]. Ans-
wers to these questions might have a great impact on the design strategy
since e.g. very large vent areas would make some design concepts imprac-
tical.

Upon the request of ITER Home Team, we have performed several ther-
mal-hydraulic analyses of the transients in the secondary confinement fol-
lowing a LOCA in the FW/SB vault, divertor vault and W vault. The
LOCA transients have been modelled and analysed by using the computer
code RELAP5 while the confinement transients have been modelled and
calculated by using the CONTAIN code.

This work is closely related to the 1994ITER vent filter conceptual study
[2], hence a brief discussion of the latter is given in Chapter 2. The design
input and operational data are discussed in Chapter 3 and 4. The underlying
accident sequences are described in Chapter 5 and the computer codes used
are touched upon in Chapter 6. The models of calculation for both
RELAP5 and CONTAIN are presented in Chapter 7 with the results sum-
marized in Chapter 8. After some discussions of the result in Chapter 9,
some concluding remarks are given in Chapter 10.

The results have been earlier reported and communicated with A. Poucet,
H.-W. Bartels at I7ER-JCT and E. Eben at NET [3]-[8].

The work has been performed as a non-ITER credit vork financed by the
EC.

2 The ITER vent filter conceptual study

The ITER vent filter conceptual study presented in [2] had the objective of
investigating vent filter technologies that could be applied to ITER in acci-
dental situations and discussing how effective they could be in reducing
accidental releases of vapours and aerosols to the atmosphere. Included in
this work are also scooping analyses of thermal/hydraulic transients and
aerosol transport.

The general arrangement of the suggested ITER vent filter concept accord-
ing to [2] is shown in Fig. 1. The thermal-hydraulic analyses in [2] include
several water LOCAs, namely, in-vessel LOCAs, in-cryostat LOCA and in-
heat exchanger room LOCAs. These LOCAs are thought to be mitigated
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through vent/filter systems which may include heat sink, expansion volume
and filters.

Altogether nine events have been modelled and analysed using REL AP5
/CONTAIN in support of the vent filter conceptual design. For the in-vessel
LOCAs, large guillotine pipe breaks in all four first wall-blanket cooling
loops have been studied with doouble-ended outflow and pipe diameter of
$174 mm. Three options are applied, i.e. no venting is provided, filtered
venting to surrounding atmosphere at in-vessel pressure of 0.5 MPa and
venting to pressure suppresion pool system at in-vessel pressure of 0.5
MPa.

The in-cryostat LOCA is studied considering guillotine pipe break in cryo-
stat of one single first wall-blanket cooling loop and double-ended outflow
with pipe diameter of 0174 mm. No venting is provided.

The in-heat exchanger LOCAs are studied with respect to guillotine break
of one single first wall-blanket cooling loop. Double-ended outflow with
pipe diameter of $174 and $246 mm are assumed. Five cases have been
considered, i.e. no venting is provided, venting to surrounding atmosphere
at in-heat exchanger room pressure of 0.2 MPa, and venting to pressure
suppression pool system at in-heat exchanger room pressure of 0.2 MPa.

The results of the above analysed cases show that if the combination of in-
vessel large LOCA effects and allowed in-vessel peak pressure makes high
capacity venting necessary, a vater pressure suppression pool for steam
condensation may preferably bj connected between the vent opening and
the equipment for final aerosol and tritium removal. Inclusion of such a
pool in the vent system may be the lowest cost option.

Further, comparison of calculated maximum in-cryostat pressure following
single water loop LOCA and assumed cryostat design pressure has lead to
the conclusion that venting is not necessary following that event

The calculated maximum in heat-exchanger room pressure following single
loop LOCA as compared with the design pressure indicates that venting is
necessary. To minimise the load on the vent system, it is important to redu-
ce as much as possible the amount of noncondensable gases transferred
from heat exchanger compartment to the vent system.

The experiences from the ITER vent filter conceptual study has benefited
the continuing work. Introduction of a pressure suppression pool may
prove to be a cost-effective way of mitigating a LOCA and limiting confine-
ment volumes.
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3 Design data

The proposed design solution for the secondary confinement around the
primary heat transfer system equipment is to enclose the ex-cryostat pipe
and components in concrete vaults (rectangular box shaped rooms) [1].
There will be two vaults for the first wall and blanket cooling loops (two
loops enclosed in each vault), four (smaller) vaults for the divenor loops
(one loop per vault) and four vaults for the vacuum vessel loops (three
loops per vault).

The vaults would have a design pressure of 0.17 MPa absolute and venting
will be necessary in case they would be pressureised by an ex-vessel LOCA.
All the vaults are provided with blowdown panels, (areas of which are to be
determined), for venting to a suppression tank with scrubber/filter. The out-
let of this tank will then be venting to the stack. The pressure suppression
tank will be relatively far away from die vaults so there will be one or more
pipe line(s) with a length of 40 m. There will be no venting from one vault
to the others.

The following are the design data for each of the loops ([1], November
1994).

First wall/blanket loop data

Number of primary cooling loops: 4
Number of loops in each FW/SB vault: 2
Coolant inventory (HiO): 200 m^ per loop
Cooling operating conditions: T = 200 °C, p = 2.8 MPa
LOCA break sizes:

Vol jme per vault:
Free volume per vault:
Vault dimensions:
Relevant masses per vault

Pumps:

HX:

Pressurizer:

Case 1: Guillotine rupture of $ 800 pipe
Case 2: Guillotine rupture of 0 160 pipe

3400 m3
3000 m3

26x 12x l l m
;
23 tons full (22 tons empty) per pump. Two
pumps per vault
104 tons full (66 tons empty) per HX. Two HX
per vault.
30.6 tons full (15.8 tons empty). Two
pressurizers per vault.

The vaults are situated at ground level and contain the pump, pressurizer
and heat eachanger. The remainder of the loop is below ground level (the
blanket mid-piane is at approximately -18 m).
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Di vertor loop data:

Number of primary cooling loops:
Number of loops in each DV vault:
Coolant inventory (H2O):
Cooling operating conditions:
LOCA break sizes: Case 1:

Case 2:
Volume per vault:
Free volume per vault:
Vauk dimensions:

4
1
25 m3 per loop
T = 200cC.p = 2.8MPa
Guillotine rupture of $300 mm pipe
Guillotine rupture of $130 mm pipe
250 m3

200 m3

6x5.5x7.5m
Relevant masses per vault:

Pumps: 4 tons full (3.8 tons empty) per pump. One
pump per vault

HX: 25.6 tons full (17.2 tons empty) per HX. One
HX per vault.

Pressurizer: 2.5 tons full (1.2 tons empty). One pressurizer
per vault.

The vaults are situated at ground level and contain the pump, pressurizer
and heat exchanger. The remainder of the loop is below ground level (the
divertor is at approximately -24 m).

Vacuum vessel loop data:

Number of primary cooling loops:
Number of loops in each W vault:
Coolant inventory (H2O):
Cooling operating conditions:
LOCA break sizes:
Volume per vault:
Free volume per vault:
Vault dimensions:

12
3
100 m3 per loop
T=150°C,p = 2.8MPa
Guillotine rupture of 080 mm pipe
250 m3

200 m3

6 x 5.5 x 7.5 m
Relevant masses per vault:

Pumps: 0.1 tons full (0.095 tons empty) per pump. Three
pumps per vault

HX: 0.42 tons full (0.27 tons empty) per HX. Three
HX per vault.

Pressurizer: 6.6 tons full (3.5 tons empty). Three pressurizers
per vault.

The vaults are situated at ground level and contain the pump, pressurizer
and heat exchanger. The remainder of the loop is below ground level (the
vacuum vessel mid-plane is at -18 m).
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4 Operational data

In addition to the design input and design data presented in Chapter 3.
some operational data have to be found or assumed. Much of these have
been adopted from the ITER vent filler conceptual study [2]. The design
data as well as operational data are given in the models of calculation in
Fig. 2 to 4.

In this chapter we will give a brief account of the operational data and input
used in the analyses.

In-FW/SB vault LOCA:

FW/SB vault:

Steam volume in the cooling loop:

Distance from the loop to the vault:
Characteristic height of the vault:
FW/SB initial temperature:
Area of wall plus ceiling:
vault wall:
vault wall lining:
In-vault structure:

Material:
Area:
Thickness:
Temperature:

Rupture disc blowout pressure:

Wetwell/pressure suppression pool:

Inner cross-section area of a
single vent pipe
Pipe immersion length:
Pool water depth
Vacuum breaker break pressure:
Rupture disc blowout pressure:

10 m3 (5% of the total coolant
volume)
20m
l l m
40 °C
1148 m2

1 m thick concrete
5 mm stainless steel

stainless steel
300 m2

5 mm
40 °C
dp = 0.07 MPa

0.2 m2

3rn
4m
dp = 0.002 MPa (backflow)
dp = 0.04 MPa

In-divertor vault LOCA:

Divertor vault:

Steam volume in the cooling loop: 1.3 m3 (5% of the total coolant
volume)
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Distance from die loop to die vault
Characteristic height of the vault:
FW/SB initial temperature:
Area of wall plus ceiling:
vault wall:
vault wall lining:
In-vault structure:

Material:
Area:
Thickness*
Temperature:

Rupture disc blowout pressure.

Wetwell/pressuTf supncssion pool*

Inner cross-section area of a
single vent pipe
Pipe immersion length:
Pool water depth
Vacuum breaker break pressure:
Rupture disc blowout pressure:

In-vacuum vessel vault LOCA:

Vacuum vessel vault:

Steam volume in the cooling loop:

Distance from the loop to the vault:
Characteristic height of the vault:
FW/SB initial temperature:
Area of wall plus ceiling:
vault wall:
vault wall lining:
In-vault structure:

Material:
Area:
Thickness:
Temperature:

Rupture disc blowout pressure:

20m
4m
40 °C
206 m2

1 m duck concrete
5 mm stainless steel

stainless steel
30 m2

5mm
40 °C
dp = 0.06MPa

0.2 m2

2.5 nP
3.5 m
dp = 0.002 MPa (backflow)
dp = 0.04MPa

5 m3 (5% of the total coolant
volume)
20 m
4m
40 °C
206 m2

1 m thick concrete
5 mm stainless steel

stainless steel
30 m2

5 mm
40 °C
dp = 0.06 MPa

"* Reduced from 3 m to 2.5 m io order to shorten time to vent clearing
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Wetwell/pressuflR. suppression pool:

Inner cross-section area of a
single vent pipe
Pipe immersion length:
Pool water depth
Vacuum breaker break pressure:
Rupture disc blowout pressure:

0.2 m2

3m
4m
dp = 0.002 MPa (backflow)
dp =0.04 MPa

In addition, code-specific parameters and data have been assumed during
the calculations. These will be touched upon in Chapter 7.

5 Accident sequences

The accident sequences which have been identified and analysed are
LOCAs in the three types of vaults, namely, FW/SB vault, divertor vault
and vacuum vessel vault, in forms of pipe ruptures [1]. It is assumed that at
the rupture, the pipe break is guillotine and a double-ended outflow would
be resulted.

6 Computer codes used

The LOCAs have been modelled and analysed using RELAP5 [9].

The secondary confinement pressure and temperature histories following a
LOCA have been modelled and analysed with CONTAIN [ 10].

7 Models of calculation

The RELAP5-models for the three LOCA-cases are all based on the same
layout although the different models are adapted to include specific loop
characteristics. The models are set-up so that specified elevations and
volumes are retained with the pipe rupture occurring in the vault compart-
ment. The pipe rupture is in each case assumed to be a 200% guillotine
break with fully displaced pipe ends. The pipe diameter is according to the
specifications. Choking is assumed at the breaks with default discharge co-
efficients. The back pressure is in each case set to the specified design pres-
sure (constant 0.17 MPa). In the real case a gradual pressure build up will
occur in the vault up to the maximum pressure where a balance with the
pressure-suppression function of the drywell-wetwell system is obtained.
The implication of assigning a constant back pressure is of no major con-
cern, as the flow critical conditions will prevail in all cases far beyond the
time point where the maximum pressure was reached, and consequently the
break flow rates and properties are only influenced by the upstream flow
conditions.
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Before die time point of the break the model is brought to a steady sute
condition. In die current models stagnant conditions are imposed with no
circulation as no pumps are included. Thus die break outflow will be
somewhat similar to die flow from a corresponding tank, akhough in the
model piping is simulated. In the huge break case die use of this simplified
model will not have any severe implication as die system will be drained
very quickly due to ute high break flow rate anyhow. In the case of a small
break, the omission of feeding coolant towards the break location by means
of running pumps, may infkence the result to be nonconservative. hi order
to reveal the sensitivity in flow conditions with respect to the availability of
subcooled coolant at die break location, a separate analysis is made with
different break locations within the syslem. The result of this examination
will be discussed in a later section (see 8.3).

The model of calculation for CONTAIN is rrade up of four rooms, i.e. the
vault, drywell, wetwell including a pressure suppression pool and the
atmosphere, see Fig. 2 to 4. All the rooms have initially atmospheric pres-
sure. A vent duct including a blow-down panel connects the vault and dry-
well. A number of vent pipes kad the gas flow from the drywell into the
pressure suppression pooL A gas volume exists in die wetwell above die
pool and dus volume can be vented to die atmosphere. Because of die pos-
sible build-up of underpressure in the vault and drywell due to condensa-
tion, which may lead to back flow from the wetwell, a vacuum breaker is
modelled.

Further, it is assumed that only gas and steam are transferred between the
rooms in the model. In the vault, a mechanistic condensation heat transfer
model has been specified. Intercell flow model and heat transfer structure
model have been used.

8 Results

In this chapter we will give an accoun' of the results obtained during the
analysis of different cases. In the next chapter we will discuss these results
in more detail.

8.1 FW/SB cooling !oop break in a HTS vault

With the model of calculation given in Fig. 2 we have performed analyses
on two cases, namely double-sided guillotine break of $800 and 0160 mm
pipes respectively.

The results, presented in Fig. 5 tr '4, show that die maximum pressure in
the vault and drywell can be kept under or around the allowed 0.17 MPa
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for the HTS vault ic both cases. The wetwell maximum pressure is kept
under 0.14 MPa. This is achieved by having a vent relief area of 10 m2

from the HTS vault and 8 m2 from the wetwell. The blowout overpressures
are 0.07 and 0.04 MPa respectively. An immersed length of 3 m is assu-
med, which is the case in the Swedish nuclear power plants. The number of
vent pipes is 70 which gives 3.6 m2/pipe comparing tc the Swedish practice
of 3 m^pipe. The pool water depth is 4 m and Ae total amount of water is
1000 nA The peak vent flow from the vault is 2400 kg/s and from the wet-
well 1800 kg/s for the +800 mm pipe break and 2000 kg/s and 1900 kg/s
for the +160 mm pipe break.

Note that in the case of the #160 mm FW-SB pipe break, the increase in
gas temperature in the HTS vault and drywell at about 650 seconds is due
to the transition from two-phase LOCA flow to single-phase steam.

&2 Divertor cooling loop break in a HTS vault

Two cases have been analysed, which are

1. Divertor cooling loop LOCA with pipe diameter #300 mm
2. Divenor cooling loop LOCA with pipe diameter # 130 mm.

The results, presented in Fig. 15 to 24. show that the maximum pressure in
the vault and drywell can be kept under or around the allowed 0.17 MPa
for both cases. The wetwell maximum pressure is kept under 0.14 MPa.
Vent overpressures are 0.06 and 0.04 MPa respectively and an immersed
vent pipe length of 2.5 m is assumed (The length has been reduced from 3
m. see the footnote or page 6). The required vent areas are: from vault to
drywell 3 m2 and from the wetwell 1 m2. Drywell and wetwell volumes
required are 200 m3 each, the pressure suppression pool water 210 m3 and
the number of vent pipes in the pool of 19. The peak vent flow from the
vault is 900 kg/s and from the wetwell 300 kg/s for the #300 mm pipe
break and 860 kg/s and 300 kg/s for the #130 mm pipe break.

8.3 Vacuum vessel cooling loop break in a HTS vault

Two cases have been considered and they are:

1. Vacuum vessel loop top LOCA with pipe diameter #70 mm
2. Vacuum vessel loop bottom LOCA with pipe diameter #70 mm

Note that these two cases deal with the same system. The reason for sepa-
rately analysing a top LOCA and a bottom LOCA was to reveal the sensiti-
vity in flow conditions with respect to the vertical location of the pipe rup-
ture in the system. As the major pan of the loop is located below ground
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level (i.e. the rupture elevation) the results from the top LOCA seem to be
the most relevant for the specified case.

It is seen from Fig. 25 to 29, that for the case of top LOCA, a vent relief
area of 1 ra2 from both the HTS vault and the wetwell has been found app-
ropriate to limit the peak pressures in the vault and drywell under the allow-
ed 0.17 MPa and that in the wetwell under 0.14 MPa. The vent opening
overpressures are 0.06 and 0.04 MPa respectively. The drywell and wetwell
volumes required are 100 m3 each, suppression pool water 360 m3 and
number of vent pipes in the pool of 10. An immersed vent pipe length of 3
m is assumed. For the top LOCA, the peak vent flow from the vault and
wetwell are 170 kg/s and 260 kg/s respectively and for the bottom LOCA,
they are 175 kg/s and 115 kg/s respectively.

9 Discussion of the results

For the divenor cooling loop, time for downcomer vent clearing is critical.
Preliminary calculations indicated that vault pressure rose above 0.17 MPa
before the water was out of the down-comers. (This is due to the small
vault volume.) We have therefore reduced the immersed length to 2.5 m for
this case. The calculated required vent area 3 m2 may be reduced by increa-
sing vault design pressure. Reducing the vent area to 2 m2 increases calcu-
lated max vault pressure from 0.1704 to 0.1724 MPa. An otimisation effort
is neccessary m order to find the most suitable vent area.

The analyses of blow-down progressions presented above and in the previ-
ous fax include venting from wetwell. However, if the vent flow from wet-
well includes tritium gas (HT, T2) (possible reason: combined in-vessel and
ex-vessel LOCAs) it may, according to our filter studies, be difficult to cap-
ture that tritium due to the high vent flow. If so, "acute" venting from wet-
well is not possible.

The substantial part of the steam into wetwell is condensed in the suppres-
sion pool, which can be seen by the increase ir. water amount. The increase
in steam in the wetwell atmosphere is very small over time and the maxi-
mum percentage of steam in the wetwell volume is in the magnitude of 1-2.

The vent from wetwell can be avoided by having larger wetwell volume.
Depending on the amount of noncondensable gas transferred to the wet-
well, its required volume can be rather large. Note that the drywell volume
may be made rather small.

The required minimum vent area from the vault depends on the break flow
at the moment when the pressure in the HTS vault reaches 0.17 MPa. The
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vent flow must be balanced against the momentarily produced steam in the
vault

The suppression system layout and data have to be further optimised.

10 Conclusions

Comparment volumes have to be further optimised. It seems possible to
considerably reduce the pool water masses. An otimisation effort is necces-
sary in order to find the most suitable vent area. It is also shown that the
vent pipe immersed length has a significant impact on the maximum
pressure in the HTS vault.

In general, the relative small vault volumes contrast the large LOCA flows
make it difficult, in some cases, to have a smaller vent relief area. Due to
the quick increase of pressure in e.g. the vault and the drywell, the water
columns in the pipes of pressure suppression pool seem not to be able to be
discharged quickly enough to ease the overpressure upstreams. A large
drywell volume is not perhaps in favour since its presence might cause
more pressure build-up in the wetwell.
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Temperature transients in the compartment volumes.
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13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

1TER. One FW-SB cooling loop break in a HTS vault.
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter $160 mm.
Intercell flows between the compartments.

ITER. One FW-SB cooling loop break in a HTS vault.
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter $160 mm.
Mass composition in the wetwell.

ITER. Divertor loop LOCA with diameter $300 mm.
Mass flow rate.

ITER. One divertor cooling loop break in a HTS vault
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter $300 mm.
Pressure transients in the compartment volumes.

ITER. One divertor cooling loop break in a HTS vault.
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter $300 mm.
Temperature transients in the compartment volumes.

ITER. One divertor cooling loop break in a HTS vault.
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter $300 mm.
Intercell flows between the compartments.

ITER. One divertor cooling loop break in a HTS vault.
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter $300 mm.
Mass composition in the wetwell.

ITER. Divertor loop LOCA with diameter $130 mm.
Mass flow rate.

ITER. One divertor cooling loop break in a HTS vault.
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter $130 mm.
Pressure transients in the compartment volumes.

ITER. One divertor cooling loop break in a HTS vault.
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter $130 mm.
Temperature transients in the compartment volumes.

ITER. One divertor cooling loop break in a HTS vault.
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter $130 mm.
Intercell flows between the compartments.
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24

25

26

27

28

29

ITER. One diveitor cooling loop break in a HTS vault.
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter 0130 mm.
Mass composition in the wetwell.

ITER. Vacuum vessel loop top LOCA with diameter 070 mm.
Mass flow rate.

ITER. One vacuum vessel cooling loop top break in a HTS
vault. Double-sided guillotine break with diameter 070 mm.
Pressure transients in the compartment volumes.

ITER. One vacuum vessel cooling loop top break in a HTS
vault Double-sided guillotine break with diameter $70 mm.
Temperature transients in the compartment volumes.

ITER. One vacuum vessel cooling loop top break in a HTS
vault Double-sided guillotine break with diameter 070 mm.
Intercell flows between the compartments.

ITER. One vacuum vessel cooling loop top break in a HTS
vault Double-sided guillotine break with diameter 070 mm.
Mass composition in the wetwell.
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ITER. Invessel LOCA. Pressure suppression
Model of calculation

I SO"!-,
pulllaHne break». d»174mm

Water volume 825 n»3 1
Water temp. 175 C i
Steam volume 11.25 ml j
Pressure 2.» MPa ]

DM74mml

r

fleactor vessel

Volume 3650 m3
Max pressure
allowed 0.5MPa

lit-vcasel
atrudure

Stainless steel
Area, lot 3000 m2
Thickness SO mm
Temp 175 C

Vmtlxill
30 mm ss«
300 mm water*
30 mm aa
Area 1575 m2
Temp 150 C

Stack

Aareael and Mtlum gaa
retantlon system

I medalled)

Water dump tank
{not modelled)

Figure 1
ITER vent filter. General arrangement [2]
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ITER. In-HTS Vault LOCA. Pressure suppression

Model of calculation Slack

One flrnt wall/blanket cooling
loop with In-HTS vault t
guillotine break

Water volume 2OO m3 [
Water temp. 200 deg C r
Steam volume 10 m3 *•
Pressure 2.8 MPa f

20 m

Pipe diameter 800/16O mm
Double-sided guillotine
break areas 1/0.04 m2

1HTS vault

m 3Volume 30OO
Height 11m
Temperature 40 deg C
Max pressure 0.1 7 MPa
Wall*celllng area 1148 m2

In-room structure
Stainless steel
Area, lot 300 m2
Thickness S mm
Temperature 40 C

Wall
5 mm na*1 m concrete
Aren 1 1 40 mZ

40 m

Vent area ?? m2
Rupture disc
dp=0.07 MPa

Aerosol filter
(not modeled)

.Vacuum breaker
dp-0.002 at 0.1 rr»2

Vent pipes

Wetwell water ?? m3

l _

Rupture disc
dp-0.04 MPa
Vent area ??
m2

Veni pipe cross serton area 0.2 mZ
Number of vent pipes ??
Vertical pipe length In the pool 3 m
Pool water depth 4 m

Figure 2
ITER. In-HX vault LOCA with pressure suppression. Model of calculation
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ITER. In-divertor vault LOCA. Pressure suppression
Model of calculation Stack

One tllvertor cooling loon
with In-dlvertor v»ull
guillotine break

20 m

Water volume 25 m3
Water temp, 200 deg C
Steam volume 1.3 rn3
Preaaure 2.8 MPa

Pipe diameter 300/130 mm
Double-aided guillotine

break areaa O.141/O.O265 m2

Dlvertor vault

Volume 200 m3
, Height 4 m
' Temperature 40 deg C

Max pressure 0.17 MPa
Wall •celling area 206 m2

In-roora •Iructure
Stalnleaa ateel
Area, tot 3O m2
Thlckneae 5 mm
Temperature 4O C

Wall
5 mm t i 4 l m concrete
Area 206 m2

40 m

Vent area T7 m2
Rupture disc
dp-0.06 MPs

Aeroaol filter
(not modeledl

Vent plpea

Vacuum breaker
dp»n.OQg UP» at 0.1 m i

Drywell TT m l

nnnnr
Wetwell gas TT m3 |

Wetwell water

i—i

J\

Rupture dlac
dp-0.04 MPa
Vent area 77
m2

Vent pipe croaa aeetlon mram 0.2 m2
Number of vent plpea 77
Vertical pipe length In the pool 2.S m
Pool water depth 3.5 m

Figure 3
ITER. In-divertor vauJt LOCA with pressure suppression. Model of calculation
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ITER. In-vacuum vessel vault LOCA. Pressure suppression
Niotid of calculation Slack

cuuifl mile! c^all^jQ
loon will» li /tull nuHlotln 20 m

Water volume 1OO n»3 I
Water temp. ISO deg C •
Steam volume 5 m3 *
Pressure 2.B MP* I

Pipe diameter 7O mm
Double-elded guillotine
break areaa O.0077 m2

I Vacuum veml mull

Volume 200 m3
Height 4 m
Temperature 40 deg C
Max pressure 0.17 MP»
Wall«celllng area 206 m2

atrueluia
Stalnleaa steel
Area, tot 30 m2
Thlckneaa 5 mm
Temperature 4O C

H
S mm ee*l m concrete
Area 206 m2

40 m

Vent mram ?? mZ
Rupture dlac
dp«0.08 MPa

Aerosol filter
(not modeled)

.Vacuum breaker
dpoO.002 MPa at 0.1 m2

Wetwell water 77

i _

-K. Rupture dlac
dp-O.O4 MPa
Vant area 7?
fflZ

Var>> t o » section area 0.2 m2
Nui.Xar ui vent plpea 7T
Vertical pipe length In the pool 3 m
Pool water depth 4 m

Figure 4
ITER. In-vacuum vessel vault LOCA with pressure suppression. Model of calculation
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6000

2000

1000

ITER. First Wall/Blanket LOCA. Diam. 0.800 m

10 40 50 60
Tims (s)

70 80 90 100

Figure 5
ITER. First wall/blanket LOCA with diameter <t>8(M) mm. Mass Dow rate
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Pressure transients after one FW-SB cooling loop break in a HTS vault
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter 8OO mm

Vsntlng: vault-drywall 10 m2 at dp-0.07 MPa, from w«tw*ll 8 m2 at dp-0.04 MPa

1
a>

1

Ab
s.p

1 8 *

1.7*

1.6*

1.5*

1.4*

1.3*

1.2*

1.1*

1 O*

10*

1O*

1O*

1O"

1O'

1O*

10*

10*

1O*

Drywll /wtwll volum» » 1000 m3, pool w t f r 1000 m3, no. of v n t plpa» 70

— — HX V»u«
Oiyw»«

— — wmw»

Figure 6.
TER. One FW-SB cooling loop break in a HTS vault. Double-sided guillotine break with diameter <t>8(X) mm. Pressure transients in the

compartment volumes
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Temperature transients after one FW-SB cooling loop break in a HTS vault
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter 800 mm

Vantlng: vault-drywall 1O m2 at dp-O.O7 MP«, from w»tw»ll a m2 at dp-0.04 MPa

3.8*10"-

3.6*10

3.4*1O

3.2*1O

3.

Drywl l /wtwl l voluma» 1000 m3. pool wa<at 1000 m3, no. ol v n t plpa» 70

Figure 7
ITER. One FW-SB cooling loop break in a HTS vault. Double-sided guillotine break with diameter 0800 mm. Temperature transients
in the compartment volumes
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Intercell flows after one FW-SB cooling loop break in a HTS vault
Double-sided guillotine break with dia 8OO mm

Venting: vault-dryweil 1O m? at dp=O.O7 MPa. from wetwell 8 m2 at dp-0.04 MPa

3OMO5-

2.5*1O*-

— 2.0*10'

« 1.5*1O'-

1
— 1.0*10'-

5.0*10*-

0.0*10°-

Drywell/wetwell volumes 100Q m3, pool water 1OOO m3, no. of vent pipes 70

I
1O

• Van tto» ham lha HTS v.utl
V«m fknw Iram th« wlwiwll

I
20

I
3O

Time (s)
4O 5O

I
60

Figure 8
ITER. One FW-SB cooling loop break in a HTS vault. Double-sided guillotine break with diameter <|»800 mm. Intercell flows between
the compartments
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Mass composition in the wetwell after one FW-SB cooling loop break
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter 8OO mm

Venting: vault-drywell 1O m2 at dp=O.O7 MPa, from wetwall 8 m2 at dp=O.O4 to Pa

1.2*1O3-

1.O*1O3-

8.0*10*-

6.0*10*-

4.0*10*-

2.0*10*-

O.O*1O°-

DryweH/wetwell volumes 100Q m3, pool water 1OOO m3. no. of vent pipes 7O

»'v.

1O

NHrogan
Oxygan

1
2 O

1
3 O

Time (s)

i
4 O

i

5 O
I

6 O

Figure 9
ITER. One FW-SB cooling loop break in a HTS vault. Double-sided guillotine break with diameter $800 mm. Mass composition in ihe
wetwell
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ITER. ."irst Wall/Blanket LOCA. Diam. 0.160 m.

1OO0

i
i

8 0 0

600

4 0 0

200

:

:

v- —̂.
— .

• I I • 1 -

O 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Time (s)

Figure 10
ITER. First wall/blanket LOCA with diameter 0160 mm. Mass flow rate
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Pressure transients after one FW-SB cooling loop break in a HTS vault
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter 16O mm

Venting: vault-drywell 10 m2 at dp=0.07 MPa, from wetwell 8 mZ at dp=O.O4 MPa

1.8*1O" Drywell/wetwell volumes 1OOO m3, pool water 1000 m3. no. of vent pipes 70

Figure 11
ITER. One FW-SB cooling loop break in a HTS vault. Double-sided guillotine break with diameter 0160 mm. Pressure transients in the
compartment volumes
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Temperature transients after one FW-SB cooling loop break in a HTS vault
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter 16O mm

Venting: vault-drywell 10 m2 at dp=O.O7 MPa, from wetwell 8 m2 at dp=O.O4 MPa

4.0*10* Drywell/wetwell volumes 1OOO m3. pool water 1OOQ m3. no. of vent pipes 7O

2 O*1O*

H X V B U I I
CrytMM
WMwM

1OOO 2OOO

Time (s)
3000 4000

Figure 12
ITER. One FW-SB cooling loop break in a HTS vault. Double-sided guillotine break with diameter <j>160 mm. Temperature transients
in the compartment volumes
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Intercell flows after one FW-SB cooling loop break in a HTS vault
Double-sided guillotine break with dia 160 mm

Venting: vault-drywell 1O m2 at dp«O.O7 MPa, from wetwell B m2 at dp-O.O4 MPa

2.O*1O3-

_ 1.5*1O*-

5.0*10*

0.0*10°-

Drywell/wetwell volumes 1000 m3. pool water 100Q m3, no. of vent pipas 7O

2O 2 2 2 4
I

26

Time (s)
2 8

I
30

' Vant now nom in» HTS vam

1
32

Figure 13
ITER. One FW-SB cooling loop break in a HTS vault. Double-sided guillotine break with diameter <>160 mm. Intercell flows between
the compartments
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Mass composition in the wetwell after one FW-SB cooling loop break
Double-s ided guillotine break with diameter 16O m m

Venting: vault-drywell 10 nr>2 at dp=O.O7 MPa, from wetwell 6 m2 at dp=O,O4 MPa
[ Drywell/wetwell volumes 10OP nr>3. pool water 10OP m3. no. of vent pipes 7O

O.O*1O°
1O

r V

2O 3O

Time (s)

4O

— — Slum
NMioo»n

— — Oxygan

I
SO

1
6O

Figure 14
ITER. One FW-SB cooling loop break in a HTS vault. Double-sided guillotine break with diameter «j>160 mm. Mass composition in the
wetwell
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ITER. Divertor Loop LOCA. Diam. 0.300 m.

12OO

1000

I
800

6OO

400

200

-

:

•Af>
1

111X
\\

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Time (s)

Figure 15
ITER. Divertor loop LOCA with diameter 0300 mm. Mass flow rate
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Pressure transients after one cooling loop break in a divertor vault
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter 3OO mm

Venting: vault-drywell 3 m2 at dp=O.O6 MPa. from wetwoll 1 m2 at dp=0.04 MPa

1.7*1O*
Drywell/wetw/ell volumes 2OO/2OO m3. pool water 210 m3. no. of vent pipes 1O

1.O
1O

Time (s)

Figure 16
ITER. One divertor cooling loop break in a HTS vault. Double-sided guillotine break with diameter 03(K) mm. Pressure transients in
the compartment volumes
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Temperature transients after one cooling loop break in a divertor vault
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter 300 mm

Venting: vault-drywell 3 m2 at dp-0.06 MPa. from wetwell 1 m2 at dp—0.04 MPa

| Drywell/wetwell volumes 200/200 m3. pool water 210 m3. no. of vant pip»» 10

3.8* 10' -

3.6*1O'-

K 34*1O'-

i
& 3.2*10'-

3.0*10'-

2.8*10'-

' DMffcx Vault
Diynri

100 200 300 400

Time (s)

5 0 0
I

600

Figure 17
ITER. One divertor cooling loop break in a HTS vault. Double-sided guillotine break with diameter $300 mm. Temperature transients
in the compartment volumes
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Intercell flows after one cooling loop break in a divertor vault
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter 3OO mm

Venting: vault-drywell 3 m2 at dp-0.06 MPa. from wetwell 1 m2 at dp«0.04 MPa

\_ Drywell/wetwell volumes 2OO/2OO m3. pool water 210 m3. no. of vent pipes 10

1O

' Vwil now Inm dMrior vaut
V«nt flow from Ifw wlwl l

11

Time (s)

Figure 18
ITER. One divertor cooling loop break in a HTS vault. Double-sided guillotine break with diameter <J>3(X) mm. Intercell flows between
the compartments
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Mass composition in the wetwell after one cooling loop break in divertor vault
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter 300 mm

Venting: vault-drywell 3 m2 at dp-0.06 MPa. from watwell 1 m2 at dp»O.O4 MPa
| Drywell/wetwell volumes 200/200 m3. pool water 210 m3, no. of vant pipas 10

3.0*10*-

S

2.5*1O?-

2.0*10*

1.5*10'-

1.0*1 O*

5.0*10-

0.0*10° I
1O 2 0 30

Time (s)

4 0

Nlrogan
• Oiygan

5 0
I

60

Figure 19
ITER. One divertor cooling loop break in a HTS vault. Double-sided guillotine break with diameter <J)3()() mm. Mass composition in the
wetwell
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ITER. Divertor Loop LOCA. Diam. 0.130 m.

300-

210-

200-

i

i
1SO-

100-

50-

0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

Time (s)

Figure 20
ITER. Divertor loop LOCA wiih diameter 0130 mm. Mass flow rate
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Pressure transients after one cooling loop break in a divertor vault
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter 130 mm

Venting: vault-drywell 3 m2 at dp»O 06 MPa. (rom wetwell 1 m2 at dp-0 04 MPa

1 7*10*-

i.r--o*-

1.5*10*-

£ 1.4*10*-

8 1.3*10*-

JS 1.2*10*-

1.1*10*-

1.0*10*-

9.0*10'-

L DrywelUwetwell volume» 200/200 m3, pool watar 210 m3, no. ol vant pipa» 10

1
10

1
20 30

Time (s)

i
40

i
SO

i
60

Figur«21
ITER. One divertor cooling loop break in a HTS vault. Double-sided guillotine break with diameter 4> 130 mm. Pressure transients in
the compartment volumes
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Temperature transients after one cooling loop break in a divertor vault
Double-sided guillotine break with diame! er 130 mm

Venting: vault-drvwell 3 m2 at dp-O.06 MPa. from wetwe I 1 m2 at dp. O.O4 MPa
\_ Drywell/wetwell volumes 200/200 m3, pool water 210 m3. no. of vent pipes 10 I

3.8*10'-

3.6*10'

3.4*10'

3.2*10'

3.0*10'-

1OOO 20OO

Time (s)

3OOO
I

4000

Figure 22
ITER. One divertor cooling loop break in a HTS vault. Double-sided guillotine break with diameter (j) 130 mm. Temperature transients
in the compartment volumes
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Intercell flows after one cooling loop break in a divertor vault
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter 130 mm

Venting: vaull-drywell 3 m2 at dp-0.06 MPa, from wetweM 1 m2 at dp=0.04 MPa
I Drywell/wetwell volu-nes 200/200 m3. pool water 21O m3. no, of vent pipes 10>es 10 |

8*10'-

6*10*-

4*10'-

I
2*10'-

0*10°-

- Vwnl flow 'rom tUtmnai va
' V*nl Mow Ifom tha w i t w t

I I I I I T F i l l
10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

Time (s)

Figure 23
ITER. One divertor cooling loop break in a HTS vault. Double-sided guilloUnc break wilh diameter 01.10 mm. Intercell flows between
the compartments
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Mass composition in the wetwell after one cooling loop break in divertor vault
Oouble-sided guillotine break with diameter 130 mm

Venting: vault-drywell 3 m2 at dp=0.06 MPa. from wetwell 1 m2 at dp=O.O4 MPa
I Drywell/watwell volumes 200/200 m3. pool water 210 m3, no. ol vent pipe» 10 ]

3.0*10'-

2.5*10'-

a 2O*1O'-
8.

2 1.5*10'-

1.0*10'-

5.0*10'-

0.0*10°
10 20 30

Time (s)

I
40

—— Oiygwt

50 60

Figure 24
ITER. One divertor cooling loop break in a HTS vault. Double-sided guillotine break with diameter $ 130 mm. Mass composition in the
weiwell
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200-

150-

ITER. Vessel Top LOCA. Diam. 0.07 m.

l

V- -
M i i i

100-

5 0 -

100 20O 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000

Time (s)

Figure 25
ITER. Vacuum vessel loop top LOCA with diameter 070 mm. Mass flow rate
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Pressure transients after one top cooling loop break in vacuum vessel vault
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter 70 mm

Venting: vault-dryweli 1 m2 at dp-0.06 MPa, from wetwell 1 m2 at dp-0.04 MPa

1.8*10* •
Drywell/wetwell volumes 100/100 m3, pool water 360 m3, no. of vant pipas 10

1.6*10*-

1.4*10s-

1.2*10*

1.0*10*-

• Vacuum
Dry mil

10 2 0
I

30 4 0 5 0 6 0

Time (s)

Figure 26
ITER. One vacuum vessel cooling loop top break in a HTS vault. Double-sided guillotine break with diameter <|>7() mm. Pressure
transients in the compartment volumes
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Temperature transients after one top cooling loop break in vacuum vessel vault
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter 70 mm

Venting: vault-drywell 1 m2 at dp=0,06 MPa. from wetwell 1 m2 at dp=0.04 MPa
| Drywell/welwell volumes 100/100 m3, pool water 360 m3, no. ot vent pipes 10 |
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Figure 27
ITER. One vacuum vessel cooling loop top break in a HTS vault. Double-sided guillotine break with diameter <J>70 mm. Temperature
transients in the compartment volumes
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Intercell flows after one top cooling loop break in vacuum vessel vault
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter 70 mm

Venting: vault-drywell 1 m2 at dp=O 06 MPa, trom wetwell 1 m2 at dp=0.04 MPa
1 Drywell/wetwell volumes 100/100 m3, pool water 360 m3, no. of vent pipes 10
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Figure 28
TER. One vacuum vessel cooling loop top break in a HTS vault. Double-sided guillotine break with diameter $70 mm. Intercell flows
between the compartments
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Mass composition in the wet well after one top cooling loop break in VV vault
Double-sided guillotine break with diameter 70 mm

Venting: vault-drywell 1 m2 at dp=0.06 MPa. trom wetwell 1 m2 at dp=0.04 MPa
L Dryweli/welwell volumes 100/100 m3, pool water 360 m3, no. of vent pipes 10 ]
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Figure 29
ITER. One vacuum vessel cooling loop top break in a HTS vault. Double-sided guillotine break with diameter <>70 mm. Mass
composition in the wetwell
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